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Overview
Objective
The purpose of this document is to give you a rich tour of the Billings Pro on iOS app.

Audience
Billings Pro on iOS is intended to be used by company owners, executives, and
managers who have access to all features and data including client info, financials,
reports, billing rates etc. Workers with limited access should be using the Timecard
interface which is covered in the Billings Pro user guide.

Device Requirements
• Devices supported: Devices with iOS 9 Installed
• Minimum space requirement: The application size is 12 MB though the actual
database size can vary.
• Apple Watch users will need to use an iPhone 5 or newer with iOS 8.2 or later, as
well as update to Billings Pro iOS 1.9 or later in order to use Billings Pro for Apple
Watch.

Other Requirements
• To use Billing Pro for iOS on your device(s) you first need to create a cloud account.
This can be done from within the app in the first run screen, or on the Marketcircle
website.
• Eventually you’ll need to choose a subscription plan, either the free plan, paid
monthly plans, or yearly discounted plan options
• If you plan to use Billings Pro on your Mac you’ll need to install it from the Mac App
Store
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About Billings Pro on iOS
Billings Pro on iOS can function as a companion for Billings Pro on the Mac, or as a
stand alone app on your iOS device. The look, feel, and feature set of Billings Pro on
iOS is slightly different on the iPhone and iPad to maximize the benefits of each
device. For your convenience we have a unified app in the App store so there is no
confusion about which one to download.
You will be able to create estimates & invoices, manage projects and clients, add
payments, manage retainers and create a variety of billable slips. For the most part
you can use Billings Pro on your iPad or iPhone without the need for internet, but
some of the features like invoicing and estimates require an internet connection to
generate unique and sequential numbering. All of the data you enter is stored on the
device and you can periodically sync this data with your Marketcircle cloud account.
Billings Pro on iOS has most of the features of Billings Pro Mac version except the
following:
• Statements
• Editing templates
• Labels, envelopes
• Reports
• Invoice templates*
• Approvals
* You can invoice from Billings Pro on iOS but with limited invoice templates. Your custom
templates from the Mac version will not be available in Billings Pro on iOS

Since the feature set of Billings Pro on iOS varies from iPhone to iPad, we will split
these up into two sections. First we will cover the iPad from start to finish, then the
iPhone further along in the document.
Apple Watch users are limited to basic functions like starting a new timer, start/stop
existing timed slips, and tapping timed slips as done. Billings Pro for Apple Watch
does not have the same level of functionality as iPhone or iPad versions.

Synchronization
Syncing with the Cloud is the process of keeping data consistent between devices.
The Billings Pro Solution can be used on a wide range of Apple devices, from your
Mac, iPad & iPhone to your Apple Watch. Syncing the Mac app happens automatically
in the background so you never have to think about it. On iPad & iPhone you will open
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the app and syncing will be triggered automatically at the start, although it is possible
to trigger a manual sync as well. Working from the Home screen of Billings Pro on iOS,
tap the “Sync” button which is the curvy arrow at the bottom left corner of the iPad
app (top left in the iPhone app) to sync manually.

Using Billings Pro
What is a Slip?
A slip corresponds to a task, or a small series of tasks, which eventually become line
items on an invoice. Slips can be hidden from the invoice (my eyes only in order to
track internal costs that are not billed to your clients.

Kinds of Slips
There are 5 different kinds of slips: Timed, Expense, Mileage, Quantity, and Fixed slips.
There are 2 different methods to quickly create any of these slips.
Timed Slips
Timed slips track the total amount of time spent working on a task. A timer is used and
a log is kept of each time you start and stop the timer. The hourly rate you specify in
your settings is used to calculate the total amount due. You can also manually edit a
slip to adjust the log or enter blocks of additional time.
Expense slips
Expense slips are a way of specifically tracking any miscellaneous costs associated with
a project.
Mileage slips
Mileage slips record the distance travelled and rate per mile or kilometer (to the 2nd
and 3rd decimal) to calculate the total cost.
Quantity (or product) slips
Quantity slips use the number and price of an item to calculate the total cost.
Fixed time slips
Fixed slips track the time spent on a task, but allow you to charge a flat rate to your
client.
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Blueprints
A slip blueprint is a preset for frequently used slips. It is a template that has
information for you to quickly create and use slips.

What is a Project?
Projects are a good way to organize and collect all the work associated with a job
you’re doing for a client. Think of it as a container for all the slips, notes, and files that
you need to reference. If you use filing codes you can type them into the project’s
available fields. Projects need to be linked to a client unless they are internal, in which
case they are not linked to any client.

Installing and configuring Billings
Pro on your iPad & iPhone
Your iPad & iPhone are loaded with fabulous features and the perfect tablet screen
size for a rich experience and getting work done. Marketcircle designers have created
one beautifully designed and optimized version of Billings Pro that will adjust visually
based on which device you’re working on.
1. Download Billings Pro from the iOS app store onto your device
2. Open Billings Pro and follow the on-screen instructions
3. Here you have two options. Login and Create Account
a. Choose login if you’ve already got a Billings Pro cloud account .
b. Choose Create Account if this is your first time using Billings Pro, then follow the
instructions to enter a unique company ID as well as some personal info to
create your login. If you chose to create a cloud account you’ll be taken through
a series of screens to configure your Billings Pro preferences like taxes, base
currency etc
4. Once you’ve gone through the screens your Billings Pro iOS database will be
created on the server and you’ll see a progress bar. When completed the database will
be downloaded and you’ll see the Billings Pro home screen.
In this next section we will take you through all the different components of the iOS
app interface. First we will explore the iPad interface in detail, and then in the
following section we will cover the differences that are specific to the iPhone.
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User Interface for iPad
The Home screen

The first thing you’ll notice about this design is that you can scroll vertically and
horizontally within each section. Horizontal scrolling means that you can swipe left or
right to browse through the most recent items in each section like invoices, estimates,
Billings Pro for iOS User Guide
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projects and clients. When there isn’t anything to scroll through, you’ll see an ‘All’
button on the very right that takes you into the whole list (as shown in the estimate
screenshot further below). Notice in the screenshot above that the ‘All’ buttons have
certain summary data within the button telling you the total number of items in that
list as well as some overdue information. When you have more items listed horizontally
you’ll see this summary data listed above each row. Here is a screenshot showing this:

And finally, in the bottom left corner of the home screen is the sync button. In some
cases this turns from a curved arrow to caution sign telling you that the server is
unreachable.
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Home Screen Graph
As of version 2.2 you’ll notice a graph at the bottom of the iPad home screen. iPhone
users have enjoyed this feature for some time, and now we’ve made it consistent
between the devices. The graph displays billable time collected within the timeframe
shown (purple), as well as what that billable time translates into revenue wise based on
the hourly rate (blue). On the iPad there is a 30 day view looking backwards from the
current date. whereas the iPhone only 2 weeks is shown. The slightly darker vertical
blocks displayed against a white background represent weekends.
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Estimates

The All Estimates screen

10

Invoices

The All Invoices screen
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Reviewing an invoice
When you want to review your invoices you can tap any one of them from the list
above to preview, as well as perform functions like reviewing slips, sending via email,
printing, and adding payments.

Sharing pane
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The Invoice details pane
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The Add a Payment pane
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Projects

All projects view

All Projects in landscape mode
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Selected project view

Selected project view while editing details
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Clients

All Clients view

All Clients in landscape mode
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Account details for selected client (landscape mode shown)

Settings
Your settings contain all the customizations for your Billings Pro iOS app. If you are
using Billings Pro on the first time and started fresh by downloading from the iOS app
store, you would have been taken through some first run screens. All of the selections
you made in the first run can be changed from this settings pane shown in the next
screenshot. If you were already using Billings Pro on the Mac you would have logged
in directly to the Billings Pro iOS app using your login details and your settings would
have been grabbed from the server automatically.
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The Settings pane
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Workflow suggestions
A. Invoicing
We’ve chosen to tell you about invoicing first because there is specific functionality
that allows you to create lightning quick invoices on the fly without the standard
workflow of creating a project, adding a client, creating slips etc like you’re used to
doing on the Mac.
When invoices are generated Billings Pro iOS needs to contact the server for the next
invoice number so make sure you have a connection to it. This means you must be
connected to the Internet to invoice.
Invoicing on the fly
1. From the Home screen, tap the “+” to the left of the invoices.
2. Make your choices from the invoice creation screen as seen below.
a. When creating slips keep in mind the order you create them is the order they are
displayed and this cannot be changed
b. Choosing from existing slips will display unfiled slips (if they exist)
3. Click Create and follow prompts for delivery methods.

20

Creating an invoice
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Invoicing Projects
1. Select a project from the home screen or the All Projects view
2. Review the slips to make sure everything is correct. The order of the slips cannot be
changed unless the slips are recreated
3. Tap Make Invoice button at the top right
4. You’ll see a similar view as the previous screenshot except that the client name and
slips will be populated from the selected project
5. If the linked client has a retainer, a button will appear at the bottom left of the
invoice called Apply Retainer. If no retainer is present, this button will not show
6. Click Create and follow prompts for the available delivery methods

Invoicing Clients
Invoicing from the Client view gives you the option of invoicing all unpaid work from
multiple open projects, or choosing a single project to invoice. Since invoicing a single
project was covered above, here are the steps to invoicing all unpaid work.
1. Select a client from the home screen or All Clients view.
2. Review the projects & their respective slips. The order of the slips cannot be
changed unless the slips are recreated
3. Tap Make Invoice button above the projects
4. You’ll see an invoice preview. Keep in mind that if you want the project names to be
displayed you’ll have to select this option in the invoice Column & Details settings.
5. If the linked client has a retainer, a button will appear at the bottom left of the
invoice called Apply Retainer. If no retainer is present, this button will not show
6. Click Create and follow prompts for the available delivery methods
Some more notes on invoicing from iPad
Invoices are generated using a connection to the server. This means you need to be
connected to the Internet to get the next invoice number.
A PDF is generated which can be later referenced in the client section. If you’re using
Billings Pro on the Mac, a copy of this PDF will be synced to it. Invoices you send from
your device are numbered according to the numbering scheme you’ve entered in the
“Invoice” settings on the Mac. If you don’t use the mac version and are using iOS only,
you don’t have control over the invoice numbering.
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Past invoices sent to the client from Billings Pro on your Mac are viewable in Billings
Pro on iOS by going to a client and looking in the Accounts section.
Invoicing on the iPhone app works differently, so please review that section further
along in this document.

B. Estimating
As of version 1.9.2 the estimate feature has been added to Billings Pro on iOS. You’ll
be able to create an estimate on the fly same as an invoice as described in the
previous workflow for invoicing. Follow the same steps to create an estimate, use the
on screen controls to add details like clients, slips, set the relevant dates, and add any
necessary comments, then Make your estimate. In situations where an existing project
is not selected, a project called ‘Estimate Project’ will be created in the client record.
The status of the project will be ‘Estimate’ and you can change this at anytime. When
selecting the project, you’ll be able to tap each estimate slips and choose ‘start
working’ in order to bring it over to the working slips area. That way you can modify
the slips with details like time, money, and comments before making an invoice.

C. Adding a Client
You can create new clients or add clients from your contacts app. All new clients you
create in Billings Pro are also added to the contacts app of your device, but they are
not linked in any way.
To add a client
1. Tap the “+” bar at the bottom left of the home screen beside the clients.
2. Select one of the following:
• New Client. Enter the details of the new contact and tap Done.
• New Client from Contact. This displays all the contacts in your contacts app.
Select one to be added to the Billings Pro client list.
3. Fill in the additional fields and save.

Client groups
Client groups allow you to organize your clients into distinct groups. Clients can be
added to groups during creation or afterwards by editing the client card.
To add a client group
1. From the home screen tap All Clients.

Billings Pro for iOS User Guide
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2. On the top right tap the “+” button to add a group.
Note: If you’ve added an address for your client, simply tapping the address will open
a Google map displaying the location.

D. Adding a Project
Create a project
1. Tap the “+” bar at the middle left of the home screen beside the projects.
2. Choose the client to be linked to this project.
3. Fill in the additional fields and tap done.

E. Adding Slips
Create a slip
1. From the Home screen tap the plus button on in the middle at the very left of the
screen
2. Choose the kind of slip in the pop up.
3. Fill in the details of the slip.
4. The slips created this way are all unfiled (i.e. not associated to any project or client)
unless you tap ‘create in’ which will allow you to choose a project.

The slip creation pane

Filing slips
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When you have unfiled slips, an icon will be displayed in the home screen beside the
projects. You can quickly select the slips from this list and link them up to existing
projects.

Unfiled slips

Note: New slips not given a name will use the current date and time as their name.
New timed, quantity, and fixed slips use the client hourly rate specified in the Settings
pane under Rates & Units.

F. Payments
Payments are applied to the client’s account. When the client makes a payment, you
can select which invoice(s) you wish to apply the payment to. To make things easy you
can choose an invoice or a client and apply payments from both places. When you
choose an invoice first your payment will automatically be applied to that selected
invoice. When you choose the client first you can choose which invoice(s) the payment
is regarding.
To add payment to an invoice
1. Select an invoice from the home screen or All Invoices view.
2. Tap Add Payment, fill in the details of the payment, tap done.

Billings Pro for iOS User Guide
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Adding a Payment to an Invoice

To add payment to a client account
1. Select a client from the home screen or All Clients view.
2. Tap New Payment, fill in the details of the payment
3. To apply the payment to more than one invoice tap Regarding and select the
invoices to apply it to.
4. Tap done.
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Selecting which invoice(s) this payment applies to

G. Retainers
A retainer is a fee paid in advance in order to secure your services. If you receive
money from a client as a prepayment for services you will render, you can deposit it
into the retainer, and later apply that retainer as payment against an invoice.
To add retainer
1. Select a client from the home screen or All Clients view.
2. Tap New Retainer at the top right, fill in the details of the payment.
3. Tap Done.

Adding a new retainer
Billings Pro for iOS User Guide
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Customizing invoices on iOS
Billings Pro on the iPad & iPhone include some ways to customize your invoices to
your liking. The first thing would be to choose the style of the invoice. Tap the settings
button and then choose the style you prefer. There are 3 canned templates, Airmail
Swiss, and Blueberry.

Choose invoice style

Choose invoice columns

Once you’ve chosen the layout, you can decide which Columns and Detail fields you
want displayed on every invoice you send. Tap to check the items you want to see on
your invoices. This is handy for slips that need to show comments or project names.
Some of the fields will not show up on the invoice if there is no data entered into
them.
A third option for invoice styles is custom. Choosing Custom allows you to craft a more
personalized invoice style by way of changing the layout, fonts, colors and background
image. At the moment what you see is what you get as far as available customizations.
Keep in mind that not all background images are supported due to where data needs
to be laid out. Choosing a photo with very dark patches or strong colors could prevent
certain slip data from being seen clearly, as well as have an impact on the print quality.
We recommend more subtle, neutral backgrounds for best results.
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Custom invoice style screen

Note: As of Billings Pro iOS 1.7.2, these invoice customization features are available
on the iPhone app. As of Billings Pro 1.9.2, Estimates are added to the iOS app. Any
changes you make to your invoice template are also applied to your estimate
template.

Billings Pro for iOS User Guide
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Differences in the iPhone interface
The Home screen
The key differences that you’ll notice on the iPhone are the location of the controls like
the sync button, settings button, new slip button, and timer button. Whereas on the
iPad they are permanently on the left side bar, the reduced screen space made the top
and bottom bar the best choice for the iPhone interface. This way the critical functions
of the app are still only one tap from any view. Horizontal scrolling through the rows
works the same as on the iPad.
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The other key difference would be the home screen graph. The iPad interface would
show you 30 days looking back from today, and the iPhone will show you a total of two
weeks looking back from today. The same slightly darker vertical bars shown against
the white background represent weekends.

The Timer screen
Changes to the timer function include a new timer button at the bottom right which
can instantly bring up any unfinished timed slips you have created. You’ll be able to
tap into each slip to start and stop the timer.
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From any view you’ll always know there is a timer running by glancing at the timer icon
at the bottom right. When it’s red, it indicates that you have an active timer running.

All Invoices, Estimates, Projects & Clients
Another difference you’ll notice on the iPhone app is the view when you tap an ‘All’
button like All Invoices or All Projects. For example in this screenshot below we will
tap ‘All Invoices’.

On the iPad we would have seen some additional column data which we do not have
the room to display on the iPhone. Additionally, you would have noticed sorting filters
in the form of buttons at the top of the list. These filters include sorting by Invoice
Date, Status, and Due Date. The iPhone app has preserved these filters however they
are contained in a pop-up menu. Due Date is the default sort option and by tapping
on Due Date you’ll reveal a pop-up menu where you can select from the other sorting
filters.
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Here is another example with Projects:

Billings Pro for iOS User Guide
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The Timer widget for Today View
New for Billings Pro iOS version 1.8.2 is the introduction of the Timer widget in the
iOS Notification Centre. Notification Centre is the menu that you can access from your
iPhone & iPad by swiping downward from the top of the screen. It shows you app
alerts based on your settings and has a Today section where the Billings Pro Timer
widget can be added to give you access to recent timed slips from your Billings Pro
app.

The first step to installing this Timer widget in your Today screen is to download
Billings Pro 1.8.2 or higher from the app store. Next you’ll want to open the Billings
Pro app once after updating so that the today widget can be installed. Then swipe
down from the top of your screen to bring down notification center. At the bottom of
the screen you’ll see an edit button where you can see the list of apps that support the
today widget.
34

Now you can tap Timer (notice Billings Pro icon beside it) from the list of apps to add
it to the Today screen.
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Your timed slips should show up after a brief second or two. If you don’t have any
timed slips to work on, you’ll see the option to start a new timer straight from this
widget.
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This feature will allow you to start and stop your timed slips by tapping on the timer.
When a slip is actively being timed it will show up in red and you’ll see the timer
counting in real time. You can start & stop the timer from this widget or by going into
the Billings Pro app. Additionally you can tap on the slip name to open it in Billings Pro
for more details.

Billings Pro for iOS User Guide
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Installing and configuring Billings
Pro for Apple Watch
Billings Pro for Apple Watch can be downloaded from the Apple Watch app on your
iPhone 5 or later (running iOS 8.2 or higher). You will open the Apple Watch app,
search for Billings Pro, and download the app.
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Once you’ve downloaded the Billings Pro Watch App from the App store, you will
open the My Watch App shown below. From here you can choose to show Billings Pro
on your Apple Watch. When you first install the Billings Pro Apple Watch app you’ll
need to make sure to open the Billings Pro app on your iPhone, then on your Apple
Watch. Otherwise you’ll see a screenshot like the one below and to the right. This is
because Billings Pro on the Apple Watch requires the iPhone to be present and have
Billings Pro open in order for the app to run on the watch. This should only need to
happen once the first time you open the app on your watch. It’s a small requirement
because of the way Watch Apps work right now. In future updates to Apple Watch we
may see some changes to make things smoother thanks to Apple’s constant
improvement of the developer kits.

User Interface for Apple Watch
The Billings Pro interface for Apple Watch allows you to do 3 main functions. View
timed slips that are not yet complete, create new timed slips and start/stop the timer,
and complete timed slips. When you open the app on the watch you should see your
timed slips and be able start a new timer.
When you create a new timed slip, you have the option of selected which project it
should be linked to. If you choose unfiled, it will not be linked to anything and you can
choose to link it later from the Mac, iPad or iPhone apps.

Billings Pro for iOS User Guide
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Once you select a timed slip, you will see the timer screen where you can start and
stop the timer. Tapping the back arrow at the top left takes you back to the previous
screen shown above where you can select from the other timed slips. Finally, from the
timed slips view above, if you tap and keep pressing on a slip you’ll get the ‘done
timing’ checkmark screen that you see in the screenshot below and to the right. This
completes a slip and either files it with the project that was linked, or lets you file it
later from another device.
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What preferences from Billings Pro
are displayed in Billings Pro on iOS?
Only certain preference settings from Billings Pro are synced with Billings Pro on your
device. If you’re using Billings Pro on your iOS devices exclusively, there are limited
settings you can choose from.
Billings Pro Preferences

What comes over to
Billings Pro on iOS

General

No

Timers

No

Hot Keys

No

Identity & Rates

Identity: Yes; Rates: Yes

Currencies

Yes

Taxes

Yes

Blueprints

Yes

Templates

No

Numbering

No

Labels

Client Groups: Yes
Categories: No
Payment Methods:Yes

Extra Fields

For projects: Yes
For clients: Yes

Billings Pro for iOS User Guide
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Help and other resources
There are a number of resources available to help you to learn more about Billings Pro
and provide answers when you have technical questions.

•

A link to the Billings pro training course page which includes a user guide
for the Mac app can be found here - https://www.marketcircle.com/billingspro/training/.

•

The support website has links to knowledge base articles addressing the
most common questions/problems - http://www.marketcircle.com/help/
troubleshooting/billingspro.

•

We have certified partners who can provide product training and other
specialized services. For more information, click here.

ⓒ 2012-2018 Marketcircle Inc. All rights reserved.
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